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Summary of Research Results 

 

(1) Paternal ancestors of Loretta Stratchan – Hall, Bazile, & Harris Lineages  
 
Hall Lineage  
 

At project start a transcription of an original 1940 Federal population census was 
submitted by client, which indicated John Norah Hall, Alberta Hall and their three 
children Helen Ethel Hall, John B. Hall and Albert Hall resided together in Police Jury 
Ward 8, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana. A copy of an original Federal population census on 
the family of John Norah Hall was obtained to verify the information recorded on the 
transcription provided by client. An image of the original census record helps to prove 
a thirty-three-year old John Norah Hall resided in Police Jury Ward 8, Jefferson Parish, 
Louisiana and at the time the census was taken he was employed as a laborer who did 
‘all jobs’. The census stated he had a twenty-three-year-old wife Alberta Hall and she 
was reported to have been born in the State of Louisiana. By May 1940 John Norah and 
Alberta Hall were the parents of three children all born in Louisiana including a four-
year-old Helen Ethel Hall, a three-year-old John B. Hall and a six-month-old Albert Hall.  
 
Although a census record on John Norah Hall and his wife Alberta indicated they were 
married by 1940, surprisingly, the next item found was a marriage index entry on the 
couple from the year 1946, six years after the 1940 census was taken. The index entry 
stated a thirty-nine-year-old John Hall married a woman by the name Alberta Ethel 
Bazile Young in Orleans Parish, Louisiana. According to the index entry the bride was 
born circa 1917 because she was twenty-nine-years old at the time of her marriage and 
her parents were recorded as being Alcide Bazile and Ethel Lee Harris. The groom John 
Hall was born circa 1907 and he was said to have been born to John Hall and Louise 
Riley.  
 
In an effort to learn more about the early life of John Hall additional census records 
were searched for and obtained. An image of an original 1920 Federal population census 
taken in Police Jury Ward 8, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana revealed a couple with the 
identities John and Louisa Hall resided there with their children ‘Nora’ and Paul. The  
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child named Nora was said to have been twelve-years-old, which meant he was born 
circa 1906, but the sex of the child was recorded as being female rather than male. It is 
highly likely the census enumerator made an error and recorded the sex of ‘Nora’ 
incorrectly because John Norah Hall was recorded to have had parents by the name 
John and Louise (also known as Louisa), which matches with our subject of focus. 
 
On the census from 1920 a thirty-five-year-old John Hall indicated he was employed as 
a railroad laborer born in Louisiana to a father born in Mississippi and a mother born 
in Louisiana. His wife a twenty-eight-year-old Louisa Hall was said to have been 
employed as a laborer at a fertilizer factory and was born in Louisiana to parents also 
born in Louisiana. John Hall and his wife were recorded as being unable to read and 
write. The youngest child of the couple who was also a sibling to ‘Nora’ was an eleven-
year-old Paul Hall and they were born recorded to have attended school within the year. 
  

Bazile Lineage  
 
A marriage index entry located on John N. Hall and Alberta Ethel Bazile ‘Young’ helps to 
prove the couple was married on 29 July 1946 in Orleans Parish, Louisiana. At this point 
in time it is not clear why the bride was listed with a surname ‘Young’, but the identities 
of her parents were recorded as Alcide Bazile and Ethel Lee Harris. In an effort to learn 
more about the Bazile and Harris lineages census, vital and military records as well as 
index entries were searched for and obtained as evidence on both lineages. A death 
index entry was located on Alcide ‘Lee’ Bazile and he was said to have been born circa 
1887 and died during the month of August 1946 in Orleans Parish, Louisiana. Four years 
before his death Alcide entered the World War Two draft and a copy of his original draft 
registration was obtained. The registration indicated his name was ‘Elcide’ but the 
signature at the bottom of the card his signature revealed his given name was signed 
‘Alcide’. At the time of the draft his place of residence was recorded as being Harlem 
Avenue in Metairie, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana. When the registration was created he 
was fifty-five-years-old and his date of birth was recorded as being 9 February 1887 in 
Metairie, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana.  
 
On the draft registration card Alcide recorded ‘Rose Boutte’ as an individual who will 
always know his address and she was said to have resided on Harlem Avenue in 
Metairie, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana. At the time of the registration Alcide was employed 
by the Nelsen Lumber Company and he specifically worked at a location with an address 
at LaBarre Road, Metairie, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana. Twelve years before Alcide 
registered for the World War Two draft he was found to have resided in Police Jury Ward 
8, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana as proven by an image of an original 1930 Federal 
population census obtained on him and his family. The household of Alcide that year 
included his wife, children, a male cousin, his mother-in-law as well as his brother-in-
law. On the census Alcide was a forty-four-year-old illiterate hauling laborer who was  
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said to have been born in Louisiana to parents also born in Louisiana. Alcide was said 
to have been married for the first time at the age of twenty. His wife Ethel was thirty-
one-years-old in 1930 and she was described as being a literate servant who worked at 
a private home. Ethel was said to have been born in Louisiana to parents who were also 
born in Louisiana and she was said to have been married for the first time at the age of 
sixteen.  
 
By the spring of 1930 Alcide and Ethel Bazile had three children specifically a thirteen-
year-old Alberta Bazile, a twelve-year-old Mary L. Bazile as well as a six-year-old Alcide 
Bazile Jr. All of their children were recorded to have been born in Louisiana. A male 
cousin to Alcide Bazile resided at the Bazile residence and he was a twenty-four-year-
old Lawrence Campbell. He was described as being a literate laborer who worked in the 
paint industry. Eveline Harris, who was the mother-in-law to Alcide and mother of Ethel 
Bazile, resided with the Bazile family and she was a seventy-one-year-old illiterate 
widow. Eveline was said to have first been married at the age of eighteen and she was 
born in Louisiana to parents who were born in Louisiana. A brother-in-law to Alcide, 
who was a son of Eveline Harris and brother to Ethel Bazile resided at the household in 
1930 and he was a twenty-two-year-old James Harris. He was described as being a single, 
literate truck driver. In addition to the extended family members a boarder also resided 
at the Bazile household by the name Clarence Maudeville and it does not appear that 
he was related to the Bazile or Harris families.  
 
A copy of an original 1920 Federal population census was found on the household of 
Alcide Bazile that was taken in Police Jury Ward 8, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana. On the 
census a thirty-eight-year-old Alcide Bazile indicated he was literate and was employed 
as a delivery wagon driver. His wife Ethel was twenty-years-old and she was described 
as being illiterate and did various day work jobs. As stated earlier Ethel Bazile noted on 
the census from 1930 that she was married for the first time at the age of sixteen and if 
that was true she would have been married for about four-years by the time the census 
was taken in 1920. With that said Alcide Bazile indicated on the census from 1930 that 
he was first married at the age of twenty and based on his age that marriage would have 
likely taken place circa 1907, which indicates Ethel was likely a second wife of Alcide 
Bazile because in 1907 she would have been less than ten years old.  
 
By 1920 Alcide and Ethel had two children specifically a three-year-old Alberta Bazile as 
well as a two-year-old Mary Bazile. When the census was taken that year two additional 
individuals also resided at the household of Alcide Bazile including his mother-in-law 
and brother-in-law. On the census ‘Elilina’ Harris was described as being a fifty-year-old 
illiterate widow and her son James Harris was a literate eighteen-year-old laborer.  
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The censuses from 1920 and 1930 help to approximate Alcide Bazile and Ethel Harris’ 
marriage circa 1916. About two years before the 1920 census was taken Alcide ‘Basile’ 
registered for the World War One draft as evidenced by a copy of his original draft 
registration which was created in September 1918. At the time of the registration Alcide 
resided in Metairie, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana and he indicated on the card that he was 
born in March 1884, but he was not aware of his exact date of birth. During the fall of 
1918 he was employed as a blacksmith and he worked for himself. Although Alcide was 
likely married to Ethel Harris by the fall of 1918 he recorded his sister Rosa ‘Basile’ as 
his nearest relative and she was recorded as being a resident of Jefferson Parish, 
Louisiana. On the registration card Alcide was described as being of medium height and 
build with gray eyes and black hair.  
 
A marriage index entry was located on Alcide Bazile and Ethel Harris to help prove they 
were married by the State on 1 October 1918 in Orleans Parish, Louisiana. Although 
census records indicated the couple was married earlier in time they were not officially 
married by the State until October 1918, which was about a month after Alcide 
registered for the WWI draft.  
 
In an effort to learn more about the early life of Alcide Bazile a Federal population 
census from 1910 was searched for and obtained. On the census a single, twenty-five-
year-old Alcide Bazile was described as being a farm laborer and he was recorded as 
being a step-brother to the head of household who was a thirty-eight-year-old Joseph 
Reed. On all previous census records Alcide was noted as being ‘Black’ but on the 1910 
census he was said to have been ‘Mulatto’. Joseph Reed was noted as being ‘Mulatto’ 
and he was employed as a head chopper at a lumber camp. According to the census 
from 1910 Joseph Reed had been married for nine years, but it does not appear that his 
wife resided with him because the next individual listed on the census was Rosie Reed 
and she was described as being sister. Rosie Reed was listed as being ‘Mulatto’ and in 
1910 she was a widowed eighteen-year-old that was said to have mothered four children 
by the time the census was taken, although it does not appear that she resided with her 
children. Four boarders lived at the household of Joseph Reed, and from later census 
records found on Alcide, it appears they may have been related to the Reed and Bazile 
families.  
 
It is important to remember that in 1930 Alcide Bazile resided with his cousin Lawrence 
Campbell. In 1910, the household of Joseph Reed had four Campbell family members 
who resided at the residence in Police Jury Ward 8, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana. On the 
census from 1910 Lawrence Campbell was four-years-old and it appears his father was 
a twenty-five-year-old Edward Campbell, which likely indicates Alcide Bazile was a 
nephew to Edward Campbell because by 1930 he identified himself as being a cousin to 
Lawrence Campbell. If Alcide Bazile took the surname of his father it may be fair to say 
his mother was a Campbell family member, but without further documentation it is not  
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yet conclusive. If Edward Campbell was an uncle to Alcide Bazile that would mean Alcide 
was a cousin to the other two Campbell family members who resided at the household 
of Joseph Reed in 1910, specifically a three-year-old Alberta Campbell as well as a less 
than one-year-old Mary Campbell. In 1910 Edward Campbell indicated he was single 
and it is not clear if he was married or who was the mother to his children, but by the 
spring of 1910, he had three children under the age five-years-old.  
 
At this point in time the identities of the parents to Alcide Bazile are a mystery, but it is 
known that he had at least two half-siblings specifically Joseph and Rosie Reed. The draft 
registrations located on Alcide Bazile help to prove he had a sister named ‘Rosa’ which 
is close to the name ‘Rosie’ but her surname is not clear at this point because on the 
1910 census record she had the surname ‘Reed’ and on the draft registrations she had 
the surnames ‘Basile’ and ‘Boutte’.  
 
Joseph Reed was identified as specifically being a half-brother to Alcide Bazile, which 
indicates Joseph and Alcide shared one common parent, which at this point may have 
been a mother because both men went by surnames that were different from one 
another. It is too early to conclude how Alcide was specifically linked to his half-siblings 
until his parentage can be established and proven. With respect to the Harris family it is 
not yet clear at this point who the father of Ethel Lee Harris was, but the identity of her 
mother was determined, although her maiden name was not yet established or proven. 
Ethel Lee Harris was also discovered to have had a brother James Harris, which may help 
us down the line to establish and prove their parentage, if further documentation can 
be found.   
 

(2) Maternal ancestors of Loretta Stratchan – Dawson Lineage  
 
At project start client indicated her mother Ethel Mae Dawson was the daughter of 
Leaman and Willie Mae Dawson. To learn more about the Dawson lineage an image of 
an original Federal population census taken in 1940 was obtained on the families of 
‘Lehman’ Dawson and his parents Willie and Rena Dawson. On the census from 1940 a 
ten-month-old Ethel Mae Dawson resided in Pike County, Mississippi with her parents 
‘Lehman’ and Willie M. Dawson. In 1940 ‘Lehman’ was twenty-four-year-old farm laborer 
and his wife Willie M. was an eighteen-year-old. ‘Lehman’ and his wife were described 
as having been born in Mississippi to parents who were also born in Mississippi. The 
census from 1940 further indicated the couple resided in Pike County, Mississippi since 
1935.  
 
Earlier census records found on the Dawson family from 1920 and 1930 will be 
discussed later, and those records help to prove that in 1940 ‘Lehman’ and his wife 
resided next door to the parents of ‘Lehman’ known as Willie and Rena Dawson. On the 
census from 1940 Willie Dawson was a sixty-eight-year-old farm laborer who was said  
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to have been born in Louisiana. His wife Rena was fifty-six-years-old and she too was 
said to have been born in Louisiana. In 1940 Willie and Rena Dawson resided with two 
of their children specifically an eighteen-year-old Dorothy Dawson and a sixteen-year-
old Norma Lee Dawson who were both recorded to have been born in Mississippi. A 
father-in-law to Willie Dawson resided at his household and he was described as being 
a widowed ninety-two-year-old John Mark. John was the father of Rena Dawson, which 
helps to prove her maiden name was most likely Mark. John was described as being 
blind and he was said to have been born in the State of Virginia.  
 
Ten years earlier ‘Lehman’ Dawson resided in Beat 2, Pike County, Mississippi according 
to an image of an original Federal population census taken in 1930. ‘Lehman’ resided 
with his parents as well as six siblings and everyone in his household was said to have 
been born in Mississippi to parents that were born in Mississippi. In 1930 a fifty-five-
year-old William Dawson was described as being an illiterate cotton-farmer and he was 
also said to have first been married at the age of fifteen. Rena Dawson was described as 
being a literate forty-four-year-old who was said to have first been married at the age 
of twenty-six. From the information provided on their ages at the time of their first 
marriages, it appears that William Dawson may have been married to another woman 
prior to his marriage to Rena.  
 
On the census from 1930 William and Rena were said to have been the parents of seven 
children including an eighteen-year-old Eddie Dawson, a fifteen-year-old LeRoy Dawson, 
a fourteen-year-old Lehman Dawson, a twelve-year-old Lizzie Dawson, a ten-year-old 
J.D. Dawson, a nine-year-old Dorothy D. Dawson and a six-year-old Norma L. Dawson.   
 
Ten years earlier in 1920 the household of Willie Dawson was located on an image of an 
original 1920 Federal population census taken in Kelly, Pike County, Mississippi. On this 
census most of the individuals at the household of Willie Dawson were said to have been 
born in Louisiana, which was different than what was reported on later census records. 
According to the census from 1930, Rena was said to have married Willie when she was 
about twenty-six-years-old and in 1920 she was thirty-seven-years-old, which likely 
indicates that by 1920, she was likely married to Willie for about ten years. Eight children 
resided at the household of Willie Dawson. Based on their ages the two eldest girls, who 
were Ethel and Lena Dawson, may not have been biologically related to Rena because 
they were born a few years before Rena was said to have married Willie Dawson.  
 
In 1920 the children of Willie Dawson were described as follows: a fourteen-year-old 
Ethel Dawson, a twelve-year-old Lena Dawson, a nine-year-old Ezra Dawson, an eight-
year-old E. Dawson (male), a five-year-old Ray Dawson, a four-year-old ‘Lemon’ Dawson, 
a two-year-old ‘Lenzy’ Dawson (male), and a one-year-old Ezelda Dawson (female). All of 
the Dawson children except for Ezelda were said to have been born in Louisiana and 
Ezelda Dawson was said to have been born in Mississippi. One additional family member  
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resided at the household of Willie and Rena Dawson and it was a ten-month-old 
grandson J.D. Hurst, who was said to have been born in Mississippi to a father born in 
Mississippi, but a mother born in Louisiana. It appears that J.D. Hurst was born to a 
daughter of Willie Dawson because his mother was said to have been born in Louisiana 
and most of the children born to Willie were said to have been born in Louisiana. J.D. 
Hurst may have been born to a child of Willie’s who did not reside with him in 1920, but 
additional information must be gathered on J.D. Hurst to conclusively prove who his 
parents were and how they were related to Willie and Rena Dawson.    
 
It is also important to note the maiden name of Willie Mae Dawson, who was the wife 
of ‘Leaman’ Dawson, is not yet known and additional documentation must be obtained 
on her in order to establish and prove her maiden name as well as to learn more about 
her early life.  
 
Itemized List of Research Results  

 BAZILE - 1910 Federal population census, Police Jury Ward 8, Jefferson Parish, 
Louisiana, Family No. 24 

 BAZILE - 1918 Marriage index entry for Alcide Bazile & Ethel Harris 
 BAZILE - 1918 WWI Draft Registration for Alcide Bazile 
 BAZILE - 1920 Federal population census, Police Jury Ward 8, Jefferson Parish, 

Louisiana, Family No. 69 
 BAZILE - 1930 Federal population census, Police Jury Ward 8, Jefferson 

Parish, Louisiana, Family No. 381 
 BAZILE - 1942 WWII Draft Registration for Elcide Bazile 
 BAZILE - 1946 Death Index Entry for Alcide Bazile 
 DAWSON - 1920 Federal population census, Kelly, Pike, Mississippi, Family No. 

143 
 DAWSON - 1930 Federal population census, Beat 2, Pike, Mississippi, Family No. 

300 
 DAWSON - 1940 Federal population census, Pike, Mississippi, Family No. 304 & 

305 
 HALL - 1920 Federal population census, Police Jury Ward 8, Jefferson Parish, 

Louisiana, Family No. 248 
 HALL - 1940 Federal population census, Police Jury Ward 8, Jefferson, Louisiana, 

Family No. 677 
 HALL - 1946 Marriage index entry of John Hall to Alberta Ethel Bazile Young, 

Orleans, Louisiana 
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Summary of Research Recommendations  
 

(1)  Paternal ancestors of Loretta Stratchan - Hall, Bazile, & Harris Lineages  
 

To learn more about the paternal ancestors of Loretta Stratchan, first it is recommended 
to complete up to an hour of correspondence time to submit requests for marriage and 
death records from the Louisiana State Archives on direct ancestors related to Loretta 
Stratchan. A total of five records will be obtained in an effort to verify and prove the 
identities of known ancestors with an emphasis to use the information from those 
records to establish and prove the identities of previously unknown ancestors.  
 
The Louisiana State Archives has a searchable database of birth and death events that 
occurred in the State as well as marriages that specifically occurred in the Orleans 
parish. It is recommended to request a certified copy of a marriage record for John Hall 
and Alberta Ethel ‘Young’ Bazile. Upon completing a preliminary search of the database 
it was discovered that two entries were made for the marriage of the couple and the 
difference between the two was the surname of the bride, but each entry linked to one 
record. One entry indicated her name was ‘Alberta Ethel ‘Young’ Bazile’ and the other 
stated her name was Alberta Ethel Bazile. A copy of the original marriage record will 
help to better understand the variance of surnames for Alberta and it will also verify 
and prove the information from the marriage index entry located on the couple.  
 
Two death entries were found after search of the database for a man named ‘Alcide 
Bazile’. The first male died in Orleans Parish during the year 1946 and the second male 
died in Jefferson Parish during the year 1960. Either record could be the death record 
for our subject of focus Alcide Bazile which is why it is recommended to request copies 
of both. The records will help to determine which document is for our subject of focus 
based on information provided by the death informant at the time of the decease.  
 
It is important to locate this record for Alcide in an effort to establish and prove the 
identities of his parents. There is always a chance the identities of his parents were 
either not reported or misreported by the death informant, but until the record has 
been obtained it is impossible to predict. In addition to the death record another very 
important document to obtain for Alcide Bazile and Ethel Lee Harris is a certified copy 
of their marriage record, which occurred on 1 October 1918. At the time of their 
marriage the couple likely applied for a marriage license and it may be possible the 
identities of their parents were reported on the document. Similar to death registrations 
there is always a possibility the bride or groom did not known the identities of their 
parents or they were misinformed.  
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Two other records to be obtained are death records for Ethel Harris Bazile and Evelyn 
Harris. The database indicated Ethel Harris Bazile died in 1964 and a possible entry was 
located for her mother Evelyn Harris after an entry was found for a woman by the same 
name who died in Jefferson Parish during the year 1947.  
 
After the correspondence has been sent out and a response has been received it is 
recommended to complete up to an hour of research time in an effort to search for and 
obtain copies of original documentation to verify and prove the identities of established 
paternal ancestors of Loretta Stratchan with an emphasis to establish and prove the 
identities of previously unknown paternal ancestors of Loretta Stratchan as well as their 
immediate family units further back in time. The new information learned from the 
correspondence work will be used to help find documentation that was previously 
unknown during the last phase of research.  
 

(2) Maternal ancestors of Loretta Stratchan – Dawson Lineage  
 
It is recommended to complete up to an hour correspondence time to submit requests 
to the Mississippi Department of Health for ‘Leanman’ Dawson, Willie Mae Dawson, 
William Dawson, Rena Mark Dawson and John Mark in an effort to verify and prove their 
dates and places of death as well as to establish and prove the identities of their parents. 
If any of those individuals died in or before 1966 their death records are accessible for 
genealogical research purposes.  
 
It is not possible to search a database of death records available from the Mississippi 
Department of Health, which is why there is a non-refundable $15 for the clerks to 
complete a search to locate each record. It may be possible that we will receive 
responses that indicate no death records were found to be on file, but until the request 
has been submitted it is impossible to predict the outcome of each request.  
 
After the correspondence has been sent out and a response has been received it is 
recommended to complete up to an hour of research time in an effort to search for and 
obtain copies of original documentation to verify and prove the identities of established 
maternal ancestors of Loretta Stratchan with an emphasis to establish and prove the 
identities of previously unknown maternal ancestors of Loretta Stratchan as well as their 
immediate family units further back in time. Some of the new information learned from 
the correspondence work will be used to help find documentation that was previously 
unknown during the last phase of research.  
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Itemized List of Research Recommendations  
 

1A. Correspondence, Up to 1-hour correspondence time + fees  
● To submit a request to the Louisiana State Archives to obtain a certified copy of 

the microfilmed marriage record for John Hall and Alberta Ethel Young Bazile, $5 
fee 

● To submit a request to the Louisiana State Archives to obtain a certified copy of 
the microfilmed death records for 1) Alcide Lee Bazile, died 1946, Orleans Parish 
& 2) Alcide Bazile, died 1960, Jefferson Parish $5 fee per record  

● To submit a request to the Louisiana State Archives to obtain a certified copy of 
the microfilmed marriage record for Alcide Bazile & Ethel Harris, $5 fee  

● To submit a request to the Louisiana State Archives to obtain a certified copy of 
the microfilmed death record for Ethel Harris Bazile, died 1964, $5 fee  

● To submit a request to the Louisiana State Archives to obtain a certified copy of 
the microfilm death record for Evelyn Harris, died 1947, Jefferson Parish, $5 fee  

 
1B. Digital Collections Survey, Up to 1-hour research time  

● To search for and obtain copies of original documentation to verify and prove the 
identities of established paternal ancestors of Loretta Stratchan with an emphasis 
to establish and prove the identities of previously unknown paternal ancestors of 
Loretta Stratchan as well as their immediate family units further back in time.  

  
2A. Correspondence, Up to 1-hour correspondence time + fees  

 To submit requests to the Mississippi Department of Health for ‘Leaman’ Dawson, 
Willie Mae Dawson, William Dawson, Rena Mark Dawson and John Mark to search 
for and if found obtain copies of original certified death records, $15 fee per 
request   

o Death records area available from the Mississippi Department of Health if 
the records was created in or before 1966  

 
2B. Digital Collections Survey, Up to 1-hour research time   

● To search for and obtain copies of original documentation to verify and prove the 
identities of established maternal ancestors of Loretta Stratchan with an 
emphasis to establish and prove the identities of previously unknown maternal 
ancestors of Loretta Stratchan as well as their immediate family units further 
back in time.  

 
 
 


